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• Static analysis (e.g. #Attr., McCabe, coupling...)

• Many revisions, fine-grained historical data
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#1: Avoid Checkouts
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#2: Use a multi-revision representation
of your sources
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#3: Store AST nodes only if
they're needed for analysis
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}}
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}
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and name for each method and 
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#4: Use non-duplicative data structures
to store your results
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LISA also does:
#5: Parallel Parsing
#6: Asynchronous graph computation
#7: Generic graph computations
applying to ASTs from compatible
languages
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A light-weight view on
multi-language analysis



Typical solutions

• Toolchains / Frameworks

• Integrate language-specific tooling

• Lots of engineering required

• Meta-models

• Translate language code to some common 

representation

• Significant overhead / rigid models
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Structure matters most

• Complexity?

• # of Functions / Attributes etc.

• Coupling between Classes

• Call graphs
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if (true) { }
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if (true) { }

if (true) { }

# CYCLO: 4
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Entities are different
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Can filter irrelevant nodes
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How LISA handles
Multiple languages



Analysis formulation

• Signal/Collect (like “Google Pregel” for Scala)

• Graph vertices send information packets 

(signals) and do something when receiving 
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Analysis formulation

• Signal/Collect (like “Google Pregel” for Scala)

• Graph vertices send information packets 

(signals) and do something when receiving 

(collecting) signals.

• Analyses use generic lables for entities
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Light-weight entity mappings
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Lables used by 
the parser or 

grammar



Light-weight entity mappings
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Parsing

• AST is kept as the parser supplies it

• ANTLRv4 integration

• Filtering can be enabled

• Only AST nodes that correspond to a label 

used in an analysis are kept

• Reduces graph size by a factor of 10 or more
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Adding new languages

1. Integrate a parser (or generate one)

• Graph interface allows adding nodes/edges

2. Write a node mapping

3. Re-use existing analyses on new ASTs
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To Summarize...
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How well does it work, then?



Marginal cost for +1 revision

41.670
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Overall Performance Stats
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Language Java C# JavScript Python

#Projects 1000 1000 1000 1000

#Revisions 2 Million 1.4 Million 1.5 Million 2.3 Million

#Files (parsed!) 10 Billion 3 Billion 380 Thousand 1.2 Billion

#Lines (parsed!) 1.6 Trillion 0.6 Trillion 43 Billion 0.3 Trillion

Total Runtime (RT)¹ 2d 5h 3d 23h 2d 4h

Median RT¹ 8.35s 40.5s 14.4s 24.5s

Tot. Avg. RT per 
Rev.²

97ms 183ms 57ms 83ms

Med. Avg. RT per 
Rev.²

41ms 88ms 25ms 48ms

¹  Including cloning and persisting results
² Excluding cloning and persisting results



What's the catch?
(There are a few...)
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• Non-file-local analyses need some effort
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The (not so) minor stuff

• Must implement analyses from scratch

• No help from a compiler

• Non-file-local analyses need some effort

• Moved files/methods etc. add overhead

• Uniquely identifying files/entities is hard

• (No impact on results, though)
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Parser performance matters
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LISA is E X TREME
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Thank you for your attention

59th CREST Open Workshop, London, 26.03.2018

Read the paper: http://t.uzh.ch/Fj
(upcoming EMSE publication is much more detailed)

Try the tool: http://t.uzh.ch/Fk

Get the slides: http://t.uzh.ch/NR

Contact me: alexandru@ifi.uzh.ch

http://t.uzh.ch/Fj
http://t.uzh.ch/Fk
http://t.uzh.ch/NR
mailto:alexandru@ifi.uzh.ch

